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spectrum is restricted to a finite region of wave-number space may be 
reconstructed from its sampIes taken over a periodic lattice having 
suitably small repetition vectors. The most efficient lattice (i.e., 
requiring minimum sampling points per unit hypervolume) is not in 
general rectangular, nor is a unique reconstruction function asso- 
ciated with a given sampling lattice. 
The above results also apply to homogeneous wave-number-limited 
stochastic processes in the sense of a vanishing mean-square error. It 
is also found that, given a particular sampling lattice, the optimum 
(mean-square) pressmpling filter for nonwave-number-limited 
processes effects an ideal wave-number cutoff appropriate to the 
specified sampling lattice. 
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pling lattices are specified up to eight-dimensional spaces, and a num- 
ber of typical reconstruction functions are calculated. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
An N-dimensional vector (xl ,  x2 , . . - ,  x~) in sampling 
space X 
The N-dimensional Euclidean space over which the sampled 
functions f (x)  are defined 
A scalar function of the vecto~ argument x
An N-dimensional vector (~1, ~.~, " ' " ,  ~)  in wave-number 
space 
A scalar function of o, the Fourier transform of f (x)  
The N-dimensional Euclidean space over which the spectra 
F (~)  are defined 
{D 
The limiting magnitude of ~ for which F (o )  is nonvanishing 
A set of N vectors forming a basis for X 
A set of N vectors forming a basis for 
The N-dimensional Dirac delta function: 
fA I1, if A contains the origin 
~(x) dx = 0, if A does not contain the originj¢ 
An N-fold summation: ET,- -® E~=-~""  ETN=-~ 
An N-fold integration: f~_~ .. • f~_~ dxl dx2 • • • dx~ 
The region of ~t over which F (~)  is nonvanishing 
The parallelepiped in X whose edges are the vectors {v~-} 
The hypervolume of the parallelepJped B 
The inner or dot product of the vectors ~ and x: 
o .x  = colxl + co~x2 + .." + ~NXN 
Kronecker's delta: 5,j = 1, i = j; 8.  = 0, i # j 
N-fold Kroneeker delta, ~,.,, ~z,~2 "'" ~s~ 
Sampling efficiency 
The expectation (over the ensemble) of the quantity in 
brackets, defined over X 
The covariance function E{f (x ) f (y )}  of the random process 
f(x) ,  with E If(x) } = 0 
The spectral density function of the process, the Fourier 
transform of K(x)  
An estimate of f (x)  












The uniform average over X of the expectation of a quantity 
defined on X 
Bessel function of the first kind of order N/2 
The hypervolume of the optimum N-dimensional isotropic 
sampling lattice cell 
The coefficient of r N in the formula for hyperspherieal volume 
A lattice of Dirac impulses in X 
An expansion coefficient of Nth order, C,,1~ ....  N 
An N X N matrix 
The determinant of Q 
The transpose of Q 
The identity matrix 
A matrix of elements all,a12, etc. 
The hypervolume of the region (R in 
The hypervolume of the parallelepiped whose edges are the 
vectors ~u~} 
The class of wave-number-limited functions 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An expanding segment of engineering activity is today directed to- 
ward the development of systems of information collection, processing, 
dissemination, decision, and control. In the most interesting of these 
applications, the information so handled is derived in whole or in part 
from measurements of continuous I physical processes which generate 
uncertainty at an infinite rate. The  system design, however, is inevitably 
constrained by finite precision of instrumentation, finite capacity of 
communicat ion channels, finite speed and storage capability of process- 
ing equipment. Subiect to specified or self-imposed technical and 
budgetary limitations, the designer must select the "best" (in some sense) 
combination of components and facilities to approximate the desired 
results. 
For monitoring of continuous data sources in the time domain, dis- 
crete periodic sampling has become a standard technique. A large body 
of literature has been devoted to the problems introduced by sampling 
i A l though in the limit natural phenomena may well vary  in discrete quant ized 
steps, practical engineering measurements  to wh ich  sampl ing  theory is applicable 
are invariably many orders of magn i tude  coarser than the e lementary  quantiza- 
tion and  may justifiably be considered as operating upon a mathemat ica l  con- 
t inuum. 
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in feedback control systems (Ragazzini and Franklin, 1958, and bibliogra- 
phy therein), while another, almost disconnected, area of study has been 
concerned with the information content of sampled ata with applica- 
tions to coding and decoding schemes (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; 
Jagerman and Fogel, 1956; Fog@ 1955; Elias, 1955; Helms and Thomas, 
1962; Linden and Abramson, 1960). Both of these approaches depend 
upon the intuitive as well as theoretical notion of a process pectrum 
which tends toward zero at high frequencies--the observed fact that, in 
all physical systems, only relatively small changes occur in small incre- 
ments of time. It is natural, then, to idealize this concept mathemati- 
cally to that of strict spectrum cutoff at a finite frequency, and to 
examine the implications of such a postulate in terms of the information- 
generating capability of the process. In spite of the artificiality of the 
assumed conditions, useful insight is obtained which serves in establish- 
ing bounds on performance and first approximations in iterative de- 
sign procedures. 
Fruitful as this concept has been to the communication specialist, its 
restriction thus far to one-dimensional (i.e., time) processes has pre- 
vented application to other areas where physical phenomena must be 
measured in a multidimensional (space-and-time) continuum. Con- 
spicuous here are the fields of meteorology, oceanography, seismology, 
acoustics, optics, and radar. Extension of the one-dimensional s mpling 
theory and its associated techniques of data manipulation to multi- 
dimensional spaces is an essential step in the development of adequate 
tools for the analysis and synthesis of information systems in these im- 
portant fields. 
I I. BACKGROUND 
Whittaker (1915), Nyquist (1928), Kotel'nikov (1933), Shannon 
(1949), and others have considered the problem of interpolation ofband- 
limited functions. Shannon (1949), for example, used the following 
argument. Suppose f(t), -~  < t < ~, is a function whose Fourier 
transform exists, 
F f (~o)  --= f ( r )e  -~  d~-, - ~ < ~o < ~,  (1 )  
and that F(~o) vanishes for I~l > 2vB. The spectrum f (~)  may, within 
the passband, be expanded in Fourier series, 
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where 
~(~) ~ -'~J~- = a,e , (2) 
--av 
1 f2wB - F(w)e 'k'~/2" d~. (3) 
ak 4~rB 2~. 
But the inverse Fourier transform is 
f(t) = ~l f_[ F(~)e~ d~ = ~t ~-~Bf2~F(~)e~t d~, (4) 
the last step being essential to eliminate the harmonics introduced in 
the frequency domain by the Fourier expansion. Thus, comparing (3) 
and (4), we find 
, 
a~ = @f  , (5) 
and therefore 
from which 
F(~) = ~-~ .t' e , (6) 
f ( t )  = ~-B-~o ~ J-2,B 
(7) 
_~ 27rB[ t -  (k/2B)] 
Equation (7) is the "cardinal" interpolation formula for reconstruction 
of a continuous function f(t) from a denumerably infinite set of sample 
values f(k/2B) with the weighting function 
g(r) - sin 2vBT 
27: Br (8) 
A more general approach as been taken by Middleton (1960) and 
others which provides considerable insight into the one-dimensional 
problem and is important for the extension to higher ordered spaces. 
Suppose we postulate at the outset an interpolation formula based on 
periodic sampling, 
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f(t) = ~_~ f(tk)g(t -- tk), (9) 
and assume both f(t) and g(t) are Fourier transformable. We may then 
consider the sampling as generated by impulse modulation, 
f(t) = ~ g(t -- tk) f~  f(~)~(r -- tk) dr, (10) 
and invert the order of summation and integration: 
f(t) = f~f(r)g(t - ~) ~(~ - tk )  dr. (11) 
d- -00  
We next expand the impulse train in Fourier series, 
-~ -- ~,_, e , (12) 
where tk = kT. Equation (11) is now recognized as a sum of convolu- 
tions of the functions 
g(t! and f(t)e -eÈiktlr. 
T 
Its Fourier transform is the product summation 
- T -~ - -  " (13) 
Equation (13) exhibits the well-known phenomenon of "spectrum 
repetition" introduced by the sampling procedure (Fig. la). It will be 
an identity for any spectral function F(o~) limited to the same band 
I~t < 2rB if and only if 
1 




~T, lwl < 2~B 1 (14) 
=10'  T---2rk 2~B < iwl 2~kq_2rB= = (k=1.2 , . - . )  " ~
Now if the sampling period is chosen as large as possible (i.e., T = 
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Fro. 1. Spectrum periodicity of a sampled bandl imited function and spectrum 
of reconstruct ion function. 
1/2B), there is only one choice for G(w) and therefore for g(t): 
1 f~B 1 i~t 




as before. However, if the function is sampled faster than necessary, the 
spectrum G(~) of the weighting function g(t) is arbitrary for 
2Irk 27r(k + 1) 2~B, Ic = 0, 1, 2, . . .  --T- + 2~rB < ]wl < T 
{Fig. lb).  For example, let G(o~) = 0 in these intervals. We then have 
1 f:~" Te~t g(t) = ~ ,-2~, d~ 
T (16) 
- sin 27rBt. 
~t 
Function (16) no longer exhibits the "orthogonality" property of (8) 
and (15), 2 and thus implies a linear dependence among the sample 
values g(kT).  In one dimension there is, of course, no advantage in such 
overly-rapid sampling. We shall see presently, however, that a certain 
2 Namely,  g(O) = 1 and g(kT)  = g(k /2B)  = O, k = 4-1, 4-2, . . . .  
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degree of arbitrariness i an essential feature of multidimensional samp- 
ling and may in some situations be put to definite advantage. 
With the exception of Brillouin (1956), who discussed briefly the 
problems of three-dimensional sampling with particular reference to 
crystallographic research, little attention appears to have been paid in 
the literature to multidimensional sampling theory. However, a sig- 
nificant contribution was made in this area by Miyakawa (1959), in a 
paper not apparently available in a formal English translation. Miya- 
kawa, using an extension of Shannon's (1949) approach, obtained a 
formula for the N-dimensional "canonical" sampling function and 
enunciated the inverse relationship between the sampling lattice and the 
periodicity of the sampled wave-number spectrum. He  also gave ex- 
amples of several two- and three-dimensional sampling lattices and 
compared their efficiencies with reference to isotropic functions. K. 
Sasakawa (1960, 1961) published four papers concerning applications 
of Miyakawa's work; these are not yet available to the authors. Brace- 
well (1956) discussed sampling and reconstruction (smoothing) of con- 
tinuous fields but limited his analysis to two dimensions and rectangular 
lattices. 
The present paper, while incidentally making available Miyakawa's 
important work to American readers, makes the following new con- 
tributions: 
1. The theory of multidimensional sampling is derived using the 
delta-modulation approach, thereby sharpening the statement of the 
theorem and providing a clearer insight into the general sampling 
problem; 
2. The general technique for achieving a minimum sampling lattice 
is defined; 
3. Formal derivations of critical properties of sampling lattices and 
reconstruction functions are presented; 
4. Sampling of isotropic functions is connected with the geometrical 
problem of close-packed hyperspheres, thus allowing minimum samp- 
ling lattices to be specified explicitly up to eighth-order Euclidean 
spaces; 
5. The results are extended to wave-number-limited stochastic 
processes and to optimum prefiltering and reconstruction of nonwave- 
number-limited processes; and 
6. A number of examples are presented, including in particular the 
calculation of reconstruction functions for isotropic processes. 
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III. THE SAMPL ING THEOREM IN EUCL IDEAN N-SPACE 
We consider a set of (real) functions If(x)} -- ~f(xl, x2, . . -  , z~)} 
defined over N-dimensional Euclidean space of infinite extent, whose 
Fourier transforms (Sneddon, 1951) exist: 
F(,~) = F(~I ,  ~ ,  . . . ,  o,N) = fx f (x)e-~?x dx. (17) 
We call the subset $ of such functions "wave-number-limited" if the 
Fourier transform of every member of g vanishes outside a finite sub- 
space (R of the "wave-number space" •. (Fig. 2). We do not require at 
this point that ~ be symmetrical in any way, or even that it be con- 
nected, but only that it lie within a bounded region of a. We desire to 
expand a member function of the set 8 in a series of terms whose coeffi- 
cients are the values of the function at a set of periodic sampling points. 
To do this, we define the "periodic basis" of the space X as the set of 
vectors 
Iv,.} = Iv,, v.., . . .  ,v~} (18) 
and state that the sampling lattice points are all vectors 
vEz~ = Ilvl + 12v~ + - . .  + 1Nv~, 
(19) 
ll, /2 ,  " "  , lN = 0 ,  =t=1, 5=2,  . . . .  
Thus, we seek a suitable "reconstruction function" g(x) such that 
f (x)  may be expanded as a linear function of its samples: 
/ (x)  = ~ f(vE,~)g(x - vt~). (20) 
[l] 
As in the one-dimensional procedure following (9), let us convert the 
right side of (20) into a convolution using an N-dimensional Dirac 
delta-function: 
f(v~z])g(x -- rE,:) -= fx f (e)g(x  -- ~)~(O -- veil) de. (21) 
It is now necessary to convert the series of delta-functions into an N-di-  
mensional  Fourier series; using the results of Append ix  A, we  obtain 
where Q is the hypervolume of the parallelepiped formed by the vectors 
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0) 2 
t 
a) l - '~  
FIG. 2. A l imi ted spect rum in two-d imens iona l  wave-number  space 
I v j}, and where the vectors {uk} bear a reciprocal relation to the vectors 
Ivj}, namely, 
vi'uk = 2~k,  (23) 
~ being Kronecker's delta: 
~jk = 0, j :  " 
The integral in (22) is now recognized as a convolution (Sneddon, 
1951), so that, taking the Fourier transform of both sides, we get 
directly 
G(,o) ~ F(,~ + u~.~). (25) F(o) ) -  Q tml 
We remark here that F(~)  is the Fourier transform of a function 
f(x) which is unknown except for its membership in the class $ whose 
spectra are limited to the region 6~ of wave-number space. What we 
thus seek is a universal function g(x) which will reproduce any function 
of the class 8 from its discrete samples. From examination of (25) we 
see that two conditions must hold to make it an identity: 
1. The vectors lug} must be large enough and so oriented that ad- 
jacent repetitive spectra F(~) -~ utah) do not overlap; and 
2. The spectrum G(¢o) of the reconstruction function g(x) must 
equal the constant Q over the region ~ of wave-number space in which 
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NOTE. (~2 
IS ARBITRARY / ~ 
IN NON-SHAOED AREA. F (~-  
F(~-u~÷u ) 
- -  )--o] 
FIG. 3. Two-dimensional spectrum periodicity 
F(~)) is nonvanishh~g, and must equal zero wherever the repetitive 
spectra F((o -1- u~) ,  uc~ l ~ 0, are nonvanishing. Its value is arbitrary 
over that portion of the space ~, if any, not covered by F(~) and its 
periodic images. Figure 3 illustrates these conditions for a two-dimen- 
sional function. We note that what was the (avoidable) exception in the 
one-dimensional problem has become the general rule in multiple dimen- 
sions: there now exists in general some interstitial space in which the 
spectrum of the sampling function g(x) is arbitrary, even though the 
closest nonoverlapping packing of the repetitive spectra of the sampled 
function f(x) has been selected. 
We have thus established the N-dimensional sampling theorem: 
A function f (x) whose Fourier transform F(o)) vanishes over all but a 
finite portion of wave-number space can be everywhere reproduced from its 
sample values taken over a lattice of points {l~v~ + 12v~ -~- -. .  + l~vv}, 
I t ,  12 ,  • • • , l~- = 0, 4-1, 4-2, • • • , provided that the vectors {vj} arc small 
enough to ensure nonoverlapping of the spectrum F( (~ ) with its images on 
a periodic lattice defined by the vectors {u~}, with vj-u~ = 2~r~jk. 
IV. EFFICIENT (MINIMUM) SAMPLING LATTICES 
We define an ei~cient sampling lattice as one which uses a minimum 
number of sampling points to achieve exact reproduction of a wave- 
number-limited function. We note from Appendix A that the parallele- 
piped of hypervolume Q, defined by the sampling lattice vectors {v~}, 
contains one and only one sampling point; thus, 1/Q sampling points 
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are required per unit hypervolume of the space X. Now it may easily be 
shown (Appendix B) that the hypervolmne P of the parallelepiped in
wave-number space associated with the vectors {u~} is (27r)N/Q. The 
sampling efficiency may thus be defined as the ratio 
R RQ (26) 
P (2~)~' 
where R is the hypervolume of the region ~ (e.g., Fig. 2) within which 
F(~) is nonvanishing. For highest efficiency we thus seek to enclose (R 
in the smallest "cell" of wave-number space which is repeatable without 
overlap on some vector lattice {uk}. 
It is important o note here that a parallelepiped is not the only 
repetitive figure with the vectors {u~} as a basis. In fact, an infinite 
variety of spectra may be exactly reproduced under a given sampling 
plan. Figure 4 illustrates four two-dimensional spectra occupying differ- 
ently shaped (shaded) areas of the wave-number plane. Since these 
areas are all repetitive without overlap on the vector basis (ul, u2), the 
corresponding functions may all be sampled (with 100 % efficiency) on 
identical lattices defined by the vectors (vl, v2) inverse to (ul, u2). The 
corresponding reconstruction functions would, of course, all be different 
(Section VIII, A). 
Except where the spectral functions occupy analytically describable 
regions (e.g., hypercubes, parallelepipeds, hyperspheres), the selection 
of the optimum vector set {uk} would seem to be a trial-and-error pro- 
cedure. It is, of course, difficult to conceive of a physical process whose 
spectrum might exhibit a meaningfully odd shape; moreover, in a prac- 
tical engineering application, one would have to weigh the disadvan- 
tages of inefficient sampling against hose of instrumenting a complicated 
reconstruction function. 
Concerning the important class of functions having isotropic spectra, 
however, we can be more definite. We define "isotropie" here in the 
broad sense as describing a spectrum which cuts off at the same wave- 
number magnitude in all directions, i.e., whose region (R is a hypersphere. 
Thus, the question of the most efficient sampling lattices for N-dimen- 
sional isotropic processes i connected with the geometrical problem of 
the closest packing of hyperspheres. Coxcter (1951) has defined the 
lattices of centers of close-packed spheres up to eight-dimensional 
spaces. In Appendix C we derive the corresponding sampling lattices and 
compare their efficiencies with those of simple hypercubie lattices. In 
particular, it is seen that a 120 ° rhombic lattice in two dimensions, and 
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FIo. 4. Spectra of functions reproduced by identical sampling Iattices 
a "body-centered cubic" lattice in three dimensions, are significantly 
more efficient han simple square and cubic lattices respectively. 
V. WEIGHTING OR RECONSTRUCTION FUNCTIONS 
From condition 2, Section II I ,  it is evident hat the weighting or re- 
construction function 
] fa G(~)e~'~'x d~ (27) g(x) - (2~)~ 
is not uniquely determined by the spectrum of the sampled function or 
by the selection of a sampling lattice. Its form, in fact, depends OH the 
value chosen for it in the "interstitial" regions of wave-number space 
(Fig. 3). If, however, we choose G,(~) to be constant (=Q) over one com- 
plete repeatable cell in wave-number space and vanish elsewhere, then the 
associated g~(x) will be denoted the "canonical" weighting function for 
the particular spectrum and sampling plan. It  is demonstrated in
Appendix D that such canonical functions are orthogonal over the space 
X, which also implies that 
~ 1, 11= 12 . . . . .  l~= 0 1 
t, L (except/1 = 12 . . . . .  l~ = 
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a property which guarantees linear independence of sample values. A 
number of examples of canonical weighting functions are given in Sec- 
tion VIII; in one dimension we have, of course, the well-known "car- 
dinal" function (15). 
A remark on the significance of orthogonal weighting functions as 
applied to sampling theory seems in order here. We note first that or- 
thogonal functions are frequently sought as elements of series expansions 
because of the invaluable property that coefficients may be calculated 
independently rather than through solution of simultaneous equations. 
In the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion (Davenport and Root, 1958), we 
stipulate further that the coefficients be uncorrelated. Neither of these 
features applies here, however; in sampling theory we postulate that the 
coefficients of the expansion be the sampled values themselves; they are 
independently measurable and, if correlated in the original process, they 
must remain so. For reconstruction, we must use the series for all points 
except he sample points themselves; here we use the measured values 
regardless of the orthogonality of the weighting function. It seems 
probable that convergence of the series near sampling points is more 
rapid using orthogonal functions; it is not clear that the average con- 
vergence (over the space X)  is necessarily better. 
From (26) and (27) it is seen that the sampling efficiency ~ is numeri- 
cally equal to g(0) if G(o) is made to vanish outside of ~. The efficiency 
is thus also a measure of the "local autonomy" of sample points. 
For isotropic processes, a weighting function whose spectrum is con- 
stant up to the wave-number limit in all directions (i.e., over the hyper- 
sphere), although not orthogonal for N > 1, has the advantage of con- 
siderable simplicity eompared with the corresponding canonical function. 
This is demonstrated in the examples of Section VIII. 
VI. WAVE-NUMBER-LIMITED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
We now turn our attention to the sampling of stochastic processes in 
Euclidean N-space. As in the one-dimensional theory, we no longer con- 
sider individual functions f(x) and their amplitude spectra F(o), but 
the statistical (in particular, second-moment) properties of an ensemble 
{f(x)}. We assume in the usual way that the process is wide-sense 
homogeneous ("stationary") and has zero mean value (with obvious 
modifications in the event of nonzero mean), so that the ensemble 
average ovarianee may be expressed as a function of a single (vector) 
argument: 
K(x, y) = Elf(x)f(y)} = K(x -- y) = K(z), (29) 
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whose Fourier transform, the process pectral intensity density function 
• (~), exists, except possibly for isolated elta-function singularities: 
~((o) = fx K (x)e-"'*dx. (30) 
We seek a weighting function g(x) that will provide an optimum esti- 
mate if(x), under a least-mean-square-error c iterion, of the process 
representationf(x) based on a linear combination of its periodic samples: 
/*(x) = ~f(v~,~)g(x  - v~z~). (31) 
[/] 
Having found this optimum function g(x) in the general case, we will 
then wish to examine the conditions, if any, under which the mean- 
square error at every point x may vanish. ]n analogy with the one-di- 
mensionM situation (Balakrishnan, 1957), we expect his to be achieva- 
ble when, and only when, the process is wave-number-limited. Accord- 
ingly, using (29) and (31) to expand the mean-square error, we obtain 
El[f(x) - f * (x ) ]  2} = K(0) - 2}--~ K(x - vLzl)g(x - v~l) 
[11 
(32) 
+ ~ ~ K(v~j  - v~3)g(x  - v~g(x  - v~l ) .  
[/] [ml 
We note at this point that the expected error (over the ensemble) is, 
in general, a function of x. Furthermore, the minimization of (32) may 
be carried out independently for each value of x within a basic sampling 
cell (i.e., the parMlelepiped formed by the vectors {vs}), since for each 
such value of x we need choose only a denumerable s t of weighting 
values {g(x -- v~z~)}. As has been remarked in the one-dimensional 
case (Stewart, 1956), the optimum function must ensure zero error at 
the sampling points themselves. 
We proceed now in the usual way by assuming an arbitrary variation 
eh(x) of g(x) and equating to zero the derivative of the expected error 
with respect o e at e = 0, taking advantage where appropriate of the 
homogeneity of the process and the evenness of K(x). We obtain thus 
the relation 
K(vL,1)g(x -- vrz~) = K(x). (33) 
{/] 
Equation (33) reveals that the optimum reconstruction function g(x) 
for the process {f(x)} is one which exactly reproduces the nonrandom 
covariance function K(x) from its samples. Assuming that its Fourier 
transform G(o) exists and proceeding exactly as in Section III, we ob- 
tain the wave-number relation 
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• (~) - ¢ (~)  E ¢ (~ + u:~).  (34) Q [m] 
Now since ~(~) was assumed known a priori, (34) specifies G(~) 
uniquely for all values of (~ for which the summation on the right is 
nonvanishing. 3 Also, since K(x) is real and even, ~(~), G(~)), and g(x) 
are all real and even. We note particularly that so far no assumption of 
wave-number limiting has been made. 
Substituting (33) into (32), we find for the minimum mean-square 
error 
E{[f(x) - f * (x ) ]  21 = K(0) - ~ K(x - v~zl)g(x - v~,l). (35) 
[/] 
The error may be expressed in the wave-number domain by expanding 
the summation on the right of (35) in terms of delt~ functions and using 
an N-dimensional version of Parseval's theorem (Morse and Feshbach, 
1953) :
E/ [ ] (x )  - ]* (x) ]  ~} - 1 
(2~)N 
(36) 
By substituting (34) in (36) and observing relation (23), we note that, 
as expected, the mean square error vanishes at all sampling lattice points 
x = vE,~ • But for the integral to vanish for all x, it is necessary that (~((o) 
vanish outside a basic cell in wave-number space, while G((~) must equal 
Q where ,~(~) is nonzero and must equal zero where the repetitive images 
• ((~ + u~z~) are nonzero. This is, of course, the same condition that 
ensures exact reproduction of N-dimensional deterministic functions, 
as developed in Section III. We again point out that, in deriving these 
results for wave-number-limited stochastic processes, we have inci- 
dentally also obtained the optimum filter equation (34) and expressions 
(35) and (36) for the mean-square error of optimally filtered nonwave- 
number-limited N-dimensional stochastic processes. 
If ~-~,~1 ~(~ + uf~l) is everywhere nonvanishing, we can easily show, analo- 
gously to Stewart (1956), that g(x) must be orthogonal, i.e., must satisfy condition 
(28). If ~-~,~]¢(~ + u~,~]) vanishes anywhere [implying, since the spectral density 
is nonnegative, that  ~((~) must also vanish], then (34) may be satisfied for arbi- 
trary G(~)) at those points, and g(x) need not be orthogonal. 
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Since, as stated previously, the reconstruction function g(x) minimizes 
the mean-square error independently at every point x, the error remains 
a minimum when averaged with any weighting penalty over an ele- 
mentary sampling cell. A quantity of considerable interest, and also 
one which yields convenient expressions, is the mean-square rror 
uniformly averaged over a sampling cell B: 
E~[f(x) -- f*(x)] 2} 
(37) 
= K(O)  -- -~ ~ K(x  - vf l l )g (x  - -  vfzl) dx. 
Observing that the integrand is a function of (x -- YELl), we invert the 
order of summation and integration, and change the dummy variable: 
f fB J uK(x  - vras)g(x -- v~,,) dx = ~ -vial K(y)g(y) dy. (38) 
But the summation of integrals over elementary cells is simply the in- 
tegral over the entire space X; therefore 
1 
K(x)g(x) dx. (39) E lif(x) -f*(x)]2f = K(0) - 0 
Again invoking Parseval's theorem, the expression in the wave-number 
domain becomes 
_ 1 [1 Ei[f(x) - / * (x ) ]  2} (2~r)~ ~ £ ¢D(o). G(to)J do, (40) 
and, substituting for G(~)) from (34), 
Et[f(x) - f*(x)] 2} - (2~r)~ ~(o) 1 - ~(o  + uE~) do. (41) 
Expressions (39), (4~0), and (41), of course, are valid (and nonvanishing) 
for the general (nonwave-number-limited) situation and vanish for a 
suitably sampled wave-number-limited process. 
VII. OPT IMUM PRESAMPLE F ILTERING OF NONWAVE-NUMBER-  
L IM ITED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
The question ow arises, "But suppose the process is not wave-num- 
ber-limited, but is accessible before sampling. Is there any possible ad- 
vantage in smoothing or filtering the raw data before sampling?" The 
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answer is, in general, "Yes." In the one-dimensional case this problem 
has been considered by Spilker (1960), Chang (1961), DeRusso (1961), 
and Brown (1961). 
Let us suppose then that the sample values ¢(vE~ 1) have themselves 
been derived from a linear filtering operation on a representation of
the original process If(x) } : 
¢~(vt~l) = fxf(y)v(vt~l -- Y) dy. (42) 
The estimated values f* (x) are again obtained from a series of weighting 
functions with the sampled values as coefficients: 
/ * (x )  = Zg(x - (43)  
[l] 
Again, we desire to minimize the mean-square error, 
E{[/(x) - - /*(x)]  e} --- K(0) - 2 ~ g(x -- vE~ 1) 
U] 
• fx K(x -  Y)~/(vt,l -- Y)dy q- ~ ~ g(x - v t , l )g (x -  v~l) (44) 
f fx y) (vEo - z) dydz. @ 
In optimizing the reconstruction function g (x) we may proceed exactly 
as before, obtaining the defining equation analogous to (33), 
g(x -- v.,) f f K(y -- z )? ( - -y )? (vm-  z )dy  Z dz 
E~J ~x J~ (45) 
= Jx K(x -- Y)V(--Y) dy. 
Next converting the left side of (45) into a triple convolution using delta 
functions, expanding the delta function series into an exponential series, 
and taking Fourier transforms, we obtain 
¢((o)P(--co) - G(co) ~ F((o - u~l)P(ut,~l - (a)~(ut,,l - co), (46) 
Q [m] 
where F(co) is the spectrum of the presample filter function-~(x). Equa- 
tion (46) defines the optimum G(co) with F(co) [and, of course, ~(co)] 
fixed. We must next find the optimum P(co) with G(co) [and ~(co)] 
fixed. We recognize at once that this task is essentially more difficult 
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since now the minimizations of the mean-square error at different points 
x are interdependent• As appropriate in the particular application, we 
may choose to minimize the error at a speeitie point x, or a weighted 
average rror over the sampling space X. The equations become quite 
tractable, however, if we make the reasonable specification of minimum 
mean-square error uniformly averaged over X; or, equivalently (because 
of homogeneity), over a single basic cell B: 
S iL l (x )  - f * (x ) ]~/  = g(O)  
2 F 
- -  ~ j~ ~ g(x - vt~j) JxK(X - y).y(vcl ] - y.) dy dx 
(47) 
A change of variables yields 
E{[f(x) - f*(x)] 2} = K(0)  
- ~- f X ,~x  - ~.~> f K(z>~<~.~. -~  + z) ~z ~ 
Q Js  [~1 Jx  
(48) 
Examination of (48) now reveals the integrand over B to be a function 
of (x -- vm). As in the manipulation of (37), (38), and (39), we may 
therefore liminate the summation over [l] and integrate dx over the 
entire space X: 
E~[f(x) - f*(x)] 2} = K(O) - 2 ~ g(x) 
Ix K(z )7(z  -- x)dzdx + ~ g(x)g(x -- VLk]) (49) 
ox  zx  
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Again converting the summation to a sum of delta-function convolu- 
tions and, in turn, to a Fourier series, we obtain 
2 fx g(x) E/If(x) -f*(x)] ~1 = K(0) -- 
1 • x)azdx + f. g(x)g(x-  (50) 
• f~ f~/~(~ - , )~(-~)~(~ - ~)e -'~°[~' d~ d~ d~ dx. 
Now a standard variational procedure applied to ~, (x) yields the defining 
integral equation 
fxg(y)K(y - dy x) 
(51) 
1 - Q~ fx fx fxg(y)g(y- ~o)K(x- z).y(o - z)e-*u[~] d~dzdy, 
and, finally, taking Fourier transforms in the usual manner, we have 
1 
G(o)~( -o )  = ~ ~ G(~ + uE~)G(--~ -- u [~)¢(o) r ( -~) .  (52) 
Since ¢(o )  is even, (52) yields an expression for r (m) in terms of G(o)  
alone. Simultaneous solution of (46) and (52) is now required. This, 
however, is not a trivial task; we show in Appendix E that, if ¢ (o )  is an 
arbitrary nonvanishing intensity spectrum, Eqs. (46) and (52) are 
satisfied if, and only if, G(~))F(o) = Q within (not necessarily every- 
where within) a repeatable symmetrical cell of wave-number space, 
and both G(o)  = 0 and F (o )  = 0 elsewhere. 4 The equations do not 
appear to yield information on the optimum shape of the basic cell. 
They are evidently a necessary but not a su.~cient condition, and further 
investigation is required. 
Let us compute the average mean-square error by substituting (51) 
in (50) : 
1 f~ f a(x)K(x - y)~/(-y) dydx. (53) E{[f(x)  -- f*(x)]  2} --- K(0)  -- ~) 
Although it is only required to hold their product constant, it would invari- 
ably seem convenient to choose both G(o) and F(o) to be individually constant 
over their common region of coverage. In particular, if F(o) = 1 over this region, 
the resultan~ field is ideally smoothed and undistorted before sampling. 
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Again, a Parseval relation allows us to write quivalently 
E{[f(x)--f*(x)]21=(21)Nf~(~)[I G(~)r(cO)ld~-- . (54) 
Now from (54) and Appendix E we observe that the integrand vanishes 
where G(~)r (~)  = (2 and equals ~(~) where G(¢o) [and r(~)] vanish. 
From this we may immediately conclude that the error will be minimized 
if, from every denumerable set of arguments {~ -t- uE~1} we include 
within our basic cell that value for which q~(~) is greatest [~(~) is, of 
course, nonnegative], a G(o)) and I' (~,) will thus cover the complete basic 
cell and, within the constraint of repeatability, the shape of this cell 
will tend to conform to the iso-in~ensity contours of the process pec- 
trum. For example, the optimum prefiltering functions for isotropic 
processes with monotonically decreasing spectra will be the "canonical" 
functions calculated in Section VIII, C and D. An example of a "nar- 
rowband" two-dimensional spectrum and the "passband" (shaded) 
region of the optimum prefilter spectrum under a given repeatability 
constraint is shown in Fig. 5. 
It is emphasized that the above results apply only to the problem of 
optimum prefiltering, sampling and reconstruction of nonwave-number- 
limited stochastic processes under the criterion of minimum mean- 
square error ~zniformly averaged over an infinite sampling domain. We are 
led under these conditions to the intuitively reasonable conclusion that, 
ha~dng chosen a particular sampling lattice (or density of sampling 
points), we have rendered "unobservable" those wave numbers outside 
a cell of definitely limited extent in wave-number space. The optimum 
prefiltering operation is then one that eliminates these extraneous wave 
numbers and avoids the introduction of "aliasing" errors. This result 
has only recently been stated in the one-dimensional situation (Brown, 
1961). 
It is evident hat, since we were free to obtain simply unity (over the 
entire space ~) as the optimum prefilter function spectrum, the com- 
bination G(~) and P(~) defined above must yield smaller error than 
would be possible if no prefilter were used. Whether or not the improve- 
ment is significant depends, of course, on the actual process pectrum 
O(~) ; however, useful bounds may be derived. Let us return to Eq. (32) 
and find the average rror over an elementary sampling cell ]3 without, 
5 This can easily be shown in a manner analogous to the one-dimensionM proof; 
el. Davenport and Root (1958), p. 106. 
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FIG. 5. An optimum prefilter spectrum on the vector basis ui, u2, [H = high 
intensity; L = low intensity] 
as yet, specifying the form of the reconstruction function g(x) : 
E{ [f(x) - f*(x)]2} = g(0)  - ~ ~ g(x  - vE,j)g(x -- v~j) dx 
(55) 
-}- ~ ~ K(v[,] -- v[,,,])g(x -- v[,l)g(x -- vE,,,]) dx. 
We again exchange the summation over [/] for integration over the entire 
space X, 
2 f_ K(x)g(x) dx E{[f(x) --f*(x)] 2} = K(0) -- ~) 
(56) 
+ ~) ~ K(vEk])g(x)g(x + VEk]) dx, 
convert o a convolution with a Fourier expansion of delta functions, 
2 f_ K(x)g(x) dx E{[f(x) -- f*(x)] :} -- K(0) - ~) 
(57) 
1 + ~ ~ Ix Ix K(9)g(x)g(x -59)e~e"~'~ dgdx, 
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and transform to the wave-number space It: 
E{[f(x) - f * (x ) l  ~} = (2)N ~(~) d~ (2 ~(~) ~)do 
a(o  + u~.~)G(-o - uE~) (5S) 
1 f~(o)  r~ + ~-~ Q2 do. 
We now specify that G(o) = Q over the same basic cell defined in the 
discussion following (54), and G(o) = 0 elsewhere. Observing from 
Appendix E that this cell is symmetrical with respect o the origin, we 
find that the third term on the right of (58) is equal to the first; them- 
fore, 
E{ If(x) - f*(x)] ~} f~ ~(o) do. (59} 
On comparing (59) with (54), we conclude that the average mean- 
square error of reconstruction using an ideal filter (but no prefilter) is 
exactly twice the total spectral intensity outside the filter "passband," 
and thus also twice the error obtainable using ideal prefiltering. [In the 
one-dimensional case, a result equivalent to (59) has also been obtained 
by Jordan (1960), Zheleznov (1958), and Ignat'ev (1960).] Moreover, 
(54) and (59) constitute lower and upper bounds respectively on the 
average mean-square error of reconstruction using an optimum filter [cf. 
(34) and (41)], with no prefilter. This result follows since: (1) the ideal 
prefilter must yield lower error than any arrangement using postfiltering 
alone, otherwise the optimum prefilter would be unity over all ~; (2) the 
optimum postfilter must yield error no greater than that produced by 
any arbitrarily chosen function, and, a fortiori, the ideal or canonical 
filter. 
VIII. EXAMPLES 
In this section a number of specific examples of sampling lattices and 
reconstruction functions are presented, both to illustrate the theory 
developed in earlier sections and to support its application to problems 
of general interest. 
A. ALTERNATE CANONICAL WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
A GIVEN SAMPLING LATTICE 
It was stated in Section IV that a given sampling lattice might be 
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associated with many different shapes of spectral region in wave-number 
space. Figure 4 illustrates four such regions in a two-dimensional space, 
all associated with identical sampling lattices. The canonical reconstruc- 
tion functions associated with the regions shown in parts (a), (b), and 
(c) of the figure are listed below; obviously, the shape shown in part (d) 
was deliberately made complicated to emphasize the discussion and only 
a tedious graphical computation would be possible. 
(a) g~(xl, x2) = 4sin ½(4xl + x2) sin ½(3z2) . 
3x2(4xl J- x2) 
(b) gb(xl, x2) = sin 2xlsin~x2 . 
3xl x2 
4 sin }x2 [- -(i/16)(4~,+13~2) 7 
(c) go(x1, x~) 3x~(4xl + x~) L sin (4xi-~x2) 
-~ e(23~n6)(4~l+X:) sin l_g (4xl -f- x~)l. 
In each case, we may verify directly that the functions are orthogonal, 
i.e., 
e(o, 0) = 1; 
[~(3m- -n) ,2~l=O , m,n = 0 ,± 1 ,±2, . . .  (exceptm=n=O). g  
Note that a nonsymmetrical spectrum yields a complex weighting func- 
tion, but one that is still orthogonal. 
B. PARALLELEP]PED SPECTRUM CELLS 
If the wave-number spectrum can be efficiently enclosed within a 
paraUelepiped centered at the origin, then a particularly simple sampling 
function results. The sampling lattice is also easily determined (but is 
not unique since successive rows, planes, etc. may be "staggered" any 
desired amount). In particular, a rectangular grid may always be 
selected. The two-dimensional case is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
The sampling function is the same for all these equivalent lattices, 
whether successive rows are staggered or not: 
g (x ) -  Q d¢o, (60) 
where ~ is defined by the vectors forming its edges, {uk}, (/~ = 1, 2, 
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F1o. 6. Alternate arrangements of parallelepiped spectra 
• -. , N) .  Transforming from ~ space to A space by the linear relation 
~o = XIul + ~2u~ + . . .  + ~,~uN, - -  ½ < hi < ½, (61)  
the Jacobian of which is (2~v)2V/Q (Appendix B), we obtain 
fin fln g(x) = exp [i(k~ Ul. x+ },2 us. x +- .  • + k~ u~. x)] dh~.., dhN 
~--112 " " " .)--1/2 
(62) 
_ s in ~uk- 
111 k=l ~ ~'X 
This function obviously obeys the orthogonality condition in view of the 
relation (23) between the vectors {u~} in 9 space and {vj} in X space. 
If, furthermore, the spectrum occupies a rectangular region of wave- 
number space, so that we may take 
uk = (u16~, u262k, . - .  , u~6~), (63) 
then 
sin 
g(x) = l i  
I~-i ½UkXk 
, (64)  
which is merely a product of one-dimensional "cardinal" functions. 
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FIG. 7. Optimum sampling lattice for two-dimensional isotropic function 
C. Two-DIMENSIONAL ISOTROPIC FUNCTIONS: CANONICAL WEIGHTING 
If the spectrum of a function is bounded by a circle of radius 27rB in 
the wave-number plane, Appendix C shows that the unique optimum 
sampling lattice is the 120 ° rhombi° with spacing of sample points equal 
to 1/B~¢/3 (Fig. 7). The efficiency  is 90.8 %, to be compared with 
78.5 % for the largest possible square lattice. 
The canonical sampling fuaction for this case is found by taking the 
inverse transform of a function equal to a constant Q over the interior 
of a regular hexagon of side 47rB/~¢/3. The constant Q is merely (27r) 2
times the inverse of the area of the hexagon: Q = 1/2X/3B ~. Therefore, 
1 1 o~o~ do; (65)  
-(2>(x) - (2~)2 2v /~B 2 eg..ox. Y° 
2xi cos (2rBxl/'V'~) cos 2~rBx2 - 2xl cos ( 47rBxl/'V/3 ) 
- -  2V'3 sin (2rBxl/'V/3) sin 2rBx2 (66) 
g~2) (x,, x2) = (2rB) 2 xl(x~ -- 3x~ ) 
It may easily be verified that g~)(xl, x2) obeys the orthogonality con- 
dition, i.e., 
g~(o,  0) = 1; 
' 2-B- =0,  1, m = 0,  4 -1 ,  ~= 2, - - .  , (67)  
(except/ = m = 0). 
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×( =0 
xl=+.V~xz 
3 2 ~ Io " - "  - _4 ,  
~ ~, x2=O 
x2=±'v~z I
; ~ - -  - -  - . , - - - -~;  (b )  
~--  ~ !° ' - " '72 -  ~-  ~1~'1~ 
. _ - - -~ ._  ~ I ° ~ ~ 2__~ ~, /~) 
F~G. 8. Variation of canonical two-dimensional weighting function along radial 
lines. 
Figure 8 shows the variation of the weighting function (66) as x varies 
along several ines in the plane. Figure 8(a) is a plot along xl -- 0, or 
along lines making an angle of 4-30 ° with the xl axis. Plot 8(b) is along 
the xl axis or lines at 4-60 ° angles. Plot 8(c) is along lines whose tan- 
gents are 3%/'3, %/3/5, and %/3/2. On each curve the lower abscissa 
references locate the actual sampling points intercepted by the chosen 
trajectory; these of course lie at different distances from the origin in 
the different directions. It is important o note that, in all cases, the sig- 
nificant weighting effect occurs within the innermost "shell" of sampling 
points at a radius 1/BX./3. 
D. THREE-DIMENSIO~AL ISOTROPIC FUNCTIONS : CANONICAL WEIGHTING 
Efficient sampling of a three-dimensional isotropic process, wave- 
number-limited to 2vB in ~2 space, requires a "body-centered cubic" 
sampling lattice, the cube edge being 1 /~B units in length (Appendix 
C and Fig. 9). The efficiency ~ is 74.2 %, to be compared with 52.3 % 
for the largest simple cubic lattice. 
The calculation of canonical sanlpling functions for isotropic processes 







Fro. 9. Body-centered cubic lattice 
mX 2 
becomes rapidly more tedious as the dimensionality increases. In three 
dimensions, it is necessary to integrate a Fourier kernel throughout a 
regular hombic dodecahedron f width 4rB between parallel faces. The 
result is: 
g~(x)  (~" , x3) ----" gc (Xl , X2 
1 
2( %/ 2~-B )~ [xl 4 -[- x2' + x3 4 - 2( xl~x2 -t- xt~x~ 2 + x2~x~) ] 
X { - 2x, sin 27rV~ Bxl -- 2x~ sin 2~rV/2 Bx2 - 2x3 sin 2~rV/2Bx3 
-]- (x~ -q- x2 -t- x3) s'm ~rv/2 B(x l  q- x2 q- xa) (68) 
- t - (x1  - -  x2 -[- x3) sin ~r%/2 B(x l  - x2 -b  x3) 
+ (xl  - x~ - x~) sin ~V '2  B(x l  - x~ - x~) 
+ (xl + x2 -- x3) sin ~V/2 B (xl + x~ -- xs) }. 
Again, it may be verified directly that g~(~) (0, 0, 0) = 1, and that, at 
other sampling points, 
g~){p + q - r p - ~_ + + q + r )  
p,q,r = 0, 4-1, 4- 2 , . . . ,  (except p = q = r -- 0), 
thus confirming the orthogonality of (68). Figure 10 shows the variation 
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FIG. 10. Variation of canonical three-dimensional weighting function along 
radial lines. 
,~ (3) / of ~o ix) as x varies along several lines inthe X space. These one-dimen- 
sional functions all have similar shapes near the origin, but their zero 
crossings occur at different distances from the origin in the various direc- 
tions, corresponding to the locations of sampling lattice points. 
E. ISOTROPIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS 
As discussed in Section V, the spectra of weighting functions for iso- 
tropically limited processes may be taken as constant only within the 
hypersphere bounding the process pectrum and not within the complete 
wave-number cell. Although the resulting functions are not orthogonal, 
this may have little significance in practical applications, and their 
simplicity affords definite advantages. In such a case we may write im- 
mediately the inverse Fourier transformation 
g N)(x ) 1 f x = - -  e do) ,  (70) 
(2v)N QN ~1<2~,8 
where Q~- is the hypervolume of the N-dimensional isotropic sampling 
lattice parallelepiped (i.e., the determinant of the ~ <N)I tvs~ ] matrix, cf. Ap- 
pendices B and C). Now, because of symmetry, we may take x = 
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(0, 0, . . . ,  x) and integrate immediately throughout an (N - 1)- 
dimensional hypersphere: 
- (2~r)~-~ Q~ Az~-i [(27rB) ~ - o~2](N-1)/2e~'~ d~o, (71) 
where AN is the coefficient of r N in the formula for N-dimensional spheri- 
cal volume: 
(~)N/2 
A~ - r[(N + 2)/2]" (72) 
With the change of variable ~o -- 2~rB cos 0, (71) may be integrated to 
yield (Jahnke and Erode, 1945): 
g~ ~ J = QN J~/2(2~rBx). (73) 
Using the results of Appendix C, we may now write directly the iso- 
tropic weighting functions of various orders. For example, in two di- 
mensions, we have 
g~)(x) - J l (2~Bx)  (74) 
2~v/3Bx 
This function is to be compared with the canonical function (66); it is, 
of course, considerably simpler and has the satisfying property (for 
isotropic processes) that the influence of sample values depends only on 
their respective distances from the point to be reconstructed. It is not, 
on the other hand, orthogonal; it does not vanish at sampling points 
other than the origin, and its value at x = 0 is not unity but 0.908, 
which as remarked in Section V is numerically equal to the sampling 
(2)/X, ~ efficiency. Figure 11 shows the variation of g~ ~ / as x varies along any 
line in the plane; this should be compared with Fig. 8 not only in general 
shape but in the approximate locations of the zero crossings. Except for 
a multiplicative factor, the result (74) was also obtained by Bracewell 
(1956). His formula is correct for prefiltering isotropic data, since it 
omits the factor Q~. 
In three dimensions, instead of the canonical function (68), we have 
simply 
g~)(x) = 1 Jm(27rBx)  
4w/2B8 (75) 
- ~ [sin 2~Bx -- 2~Bx cos 21rBx]. 
~/2(27rBx) 8 
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FIG. 11. Variat ion of isotropic two-dimensional weighting function along a 
radial line. 
We see again that a considerably simpler expression is obtained, espe- 
cially in the fact that the influence of sample values depends only on 
their distance from the interpolation point. As may be seen from Fig. 
12, a plot of g(~)(x) vs. x, the function equals 0.742, not unity, at the 
origin and does not vanish at other sampling points. The distances of 
several "shells" of sampling lattice points from the origin are marked for 
reference on the abscissa of Fig. 12. Again, the weighting is essentially 
complete within the innermost ' shell" of lattice points. 
The fourth-dimensional weighting function, as a matter of interest, is 
J~(2rcBx) - 8(Bx) i l  J2(27rBx). (76) 
I 
It may easily be determined that g~4>(0) = 7r2/16 = 0.617. Figure 13 
shows the variation of g~? (x) along a radial line in the four-dimensional 
space X. The distance of the innermost "shell" of sampling points from 
the origin is marked on the abscissa for reference. 
Ix. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A general sampling theorem for wave-number-limited processes in 
N-dimensional Euclidean spaces has been established. This theorem 
states that a function whose spectrum exists and is nonvanishing over 
only a finite region of wave-number space may be exactly reproduced 
from its sample x-alues taken on a periodic lattice with suitably small 
repetition vectors. Although the theorem is analogous to the well-known 
Whittaker-Kotel'nikov-Shannon sampling theorem (and reduces to it 
in the case of single dimensionality), the multidimensional problem ex- 
hibits many interesting and unexpected features. Conspicuous among 
these are the nonuniqueness of sampling plans (even among those of 
equivalent efficiency) and of reconstruction or weighting functions. A 
number of examples are presented, both for purposes of illustration and 
for their practical importance. 
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FIG. 12. Variation of isotropic three-dimensional weighting function along a 
~adial line. 
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FIG. 13. Variat ion of i~otropie four-dlmensional weighting function along a 
radial line. 
The significant opic of isotropic processes has been given particular 
attention. First, sampling of an N-dimensional isotropie process has been 
connected with the geometrical problem of close packing of hyper- 
spheres, whose known solution up to the eighth dimension allows the 
explicit specification of the most efficient sampling lattices. Second, a 
set of isotropic weighting functions has been derived which, although 
lacking the orthogonality property of the canonical functions, are rela- 
tively simple to calculate and instrument. A general formula is given 
and the second, third, and fourth dimensional functions calculated. 
The sampling theorem is found to be readily adaptable to the inter- 
polation of homogeneous multidimensional stochastic processes. The 
general optimum (mean-square) post-sampling filter for nonwave-num- 
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ber-limited processes was incidentally derived in the course of proving 
that wave-numbe>limited processes may be reproduced with zero mean- 
square error from samples taken over a lattice with suitably small 
repetition vectors. 
Finally, the problem of optimum prefiltering of multidimensional d ta, 
for sampling on a lattice of specified ensity, was examined. It was found 
that the optimum operation (yielding minimum mean-square error 
uniformly averaged over sampling space) eonsists of ideal wave-number 
limiting within a cell corresponding to the given sampling lattice. This 
relationship is the ultimate justification for the study of admittedly 
artifieiM "band-limited" processes and allows the establishment of
lower and upper bounds on the average mean-square error of optimally 
reconstructed sampled data: respectively, one and two times the total 
spectral intensity outside the most favorable wave-number cell within 
the constraint of repeatability corresponding to the given sampling 
lattice. 
The authors recognize that the work presented here has barely 
touched upon a vast array of problems involving multidimensional 
sampling, filtering, and information handling. Questions of noise, limited 
data spaces, performance criteria other than mean-square and uniform 
averaging, vector processes, and the relationship of time and displace- 
ment correlation to the applicable dynamic equations, remain to be at- 
tacked. Finally, specific system design applieations are needed in fields 
such as meteorology, oceanography, and opties--where constraints and 
tradeoffs uch as filter realizability, lattice density in space and time, 
and sequential scanning, data transmission and processing, must be in- 
troduced. It is hoped that his paper will help to stimulate interest in these 
fields, where definitive results are urgently needed. 
APPENDIX  A. FOURIER SERIES EXPANSION OF PERIODIC DELTA 
FUNCTIONS 
Let there be defined a periodic lattice of Dirae delta functions in 
N-dimensional Euclidean space: 
A(x) = ~ 6(x -- vi~) , (A.1) 
[Zl 
where the vectors {v~} form a basis for the space. 
The N-dimensionaI Fourier series expansion of a periodic function 
H(x) is defined as 
~ r,~ol~ , ( A.2 ) 
[m] 
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with the periodicity of H(x) expressed by 
H(x q- vl,l) = H(x), (A.3) 
provided that the "periodicity" vectors {v~} are related to the "wave- 
number" vectors {uk} by 
vj.uk = 27r~j~. (A.4) 
The coefficients in the expa~lsion (A.2) are determined from the integral 
Cr~l = (~ H(x)e -~ '~< dx, (A.5) 
where B is the parallelepiped of hypervolume Q whose edges are the basis 
vectors {v~}. This result follows immediately if we can demonstrate hat 
the exponential expansion functions in (A.2) are orthogonal over the 
parallelepiped B, i.e., 
Q, kl =/c2 . . . . .  lcN = 0 
fB * " e-,~.u~kl- dx = kl, 1~, • , I~N 0, 4-1, 4-2, . . .  (A.6) 
@ 
(except ]cl = k2 . . . . .  k:r  = O)  
To do this, we transform the integral (A.6) from X space to h space by 
the relation 
x = ) , l v j  -k ~2v2 q- .-- q- XNVN, 
the Jacobian being a constant defined as Q: 
Vl l  ~)21 " " " 
Q 012 V22 
YlN 




Now using the relations (A.4), the multiple integral becomes eparable: l ll 
e -~xu[~] dx = Q - . -  e -z'2~(/qM+k2M+'''+/~Nx~v) d•l d~2 . . -  dXN 
fif  e -~2~xi  dX~ Qj=I. 
(A.9) 
Q, kx = /c2 . . . . .  k~v = 0 
---- 0, 1¢1, k2 ,  • " " , /ON = 0 ,  ! l ,  4 -2 ,  • • • 
(except k, = k2 . . . . .  kN = 0) 
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By substituting kl = k2 . . . . .  kN = 0 on the left side of (A.9), we 
see that Q is simply the volume of the parallelepiped E. It is evident 
that l; contains one and only one point of the lattice in X space, 
Now expanding k(x) in Fourier series, and noting that only one delta 
impulse occurs within B (i.e., at the origin), we compute the coeffi- 
cients from (A.5): 




Therefore, we have 
A(x) = ~ 1 e,x.ui,,j (A.11) 
[ml O 
APPENDIX B. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HYPERVOLUMES IN 
SAMPLING AND WAVE-NUMBER SPACES 
Given a parallelepiped in N-dimensional sampling space X,  defined by 
its edge vectors [vs} (j = 1, 2, . . .  , N )  and having hypervolume Q, we 
define a set of vectors {w,-} (k = 1, 2, - . .  , N) in wave-number space f~ 
such that 
v~'u~ = 2rra~k , (B.1) 
where ~k is Kroneeker's delta. We wish to find the hypervolume P of the 
parallelepiped in wave-number space defined by the edge vectors 
lug}. 
We transform the volume integral in both spaces to an integral over a 
unit cube by the linear relations 
x = zxv l  + z2v2  + - 
(o = p~ul  + p~u2 + • 
In each case the Jacobian of 
-. + ~v,~, (0 < zj < 1); 
(B.2) 
• . + pNu~, (0 < pk < 1~. 
the transformation is simply t he original 
volume; thus we have 
Vl l  r ~121 "" "  ~)2¢~i { ?~iI ~21 " " "  ~I/V1 { 
Q = j vj2 v2~ . p = ul2 u~2 flee~ I , : " . (B .3 )  
I 
i FIN " " • VN~ Ul~¥ • • • 
But since a determinant is unchanged by transposition (Hildebrand, 
314 
1952), we also have 
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Ul l  U12  " " " ~ IN  
p = u21 u2= ! (B.4) : 
UN1 " " " UNN I 
Now considering the matrices corresponding to these determinants, and 
using the relations (B.1), we see that 
PQ= 
But (Hildebrand, 1952) 
2"/1" 0 " ' "  
0 2~r 





PQ = detPdetQ = detPdetQ = detPQ --- (2~r) v. (B.6) 
Therefore, as we wished to show, 
P -  (27r)~ (B.7) 
q 
APPENDIX C. SAMPLING LATTICES FOR N-DIMENSIONAL 
ISOTROPIC FUNCTIONS 
The problem of closest packing of hyperspheres in Euclidean N- space 
has attracted the attention of a number of geometers. Coxeter (1951) 
has shown that the lattice of centers in the configuration of closest pack- 
ing is defined by an associated "extreme quadratic form". These forms 
have been determined up to eight-dimensional spaces. 




in which the ~i  are the inner products of the vectors defining the lattice 
of centers of close-packed spheres. In our notation, 
o. j  -- u~.u , .  (C .2 )  
To adapt these results to our present purposes, we first write the sym- 
metrical matrix [a~j] as obtained irectly from Coxeter's quadratic forms. 
Next, a particular set of vectors {u,} is selected by choosing ~rbitrarily 
the vector ul .  Normally, this would involve the solution of simultaneous 
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quadratic equations; however, the simplicity of the [~j] matrix allows 
the In,} vectors to be written by inspection. The set is, of course, not 
unique, since rotatiorial transformation does not change the inner 
products. The [u~} vectors are written in matrix form [u~.~] with the com- 
ponents of the ith vector lying in the ith column. Then, from the [u j,] 
matrix, the normalized [vj~] matrix, exhibiting the (vJ vectors in column 
form, is simply written as the transposed inverse. These results are 
summarized in Table C.I. 
TABLE C.I 
ISOTtCOPIC SAMPLING AND WAVE-NUMBER LATTICES 
FiG [<",] =['1 [°J']: ['] [vj,] :[,1 
Q ==-J- R =4"rrB 2B 
-- I 2 r21 [rlij] -- I~ ,] [Uji] = [~ ~] 
. I Q - 2-'--~-~-  R = 4Tr3B 2 
IZ1 
[o,~1= ',- [o~1= , ~]  F , , ]=  o - -  
--~ -IT v'E v~J 
I 32  4 ~ 
Q : 4 .v~ B 3 
E! -" o -~ 
I 














[o,,I- 0-'~ ~-~ o, ] -- 
i1 0 i [vj ,]= o o ,  0 0 0 
;oil L J~uJl TM ~ ~ o = } o 0 -~ I 
0 0 
I 
8,~ B s 
R 256 
= 9"E" "FB5 
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TABLE C.I (continued) 
I E  
, _, o o ° o a o 
[~,j]= __~ ,__~ o_-, ~ o o- -  
iu,,l= 
o o -~ , o .~., 
0 "½ 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
0 0 'V~ .L 0 ± = i __ . . .~  
i 2 2 I 0 O 8V '~B s 
[v i i i  = z.,,'.~ ~_ 2.,,~ ~I  
h 
O o o R :~gB6 
0 0 0 0 0 l._J 
M 
a, j ]  = 
I -~  0 0 0 0 0 
, -~ ,o  oo  o "-g _~ 
0 I -'~ 0 0 0 
o o - -  , - -~  o - -  
o o o -½ , - -  o 
0 0 0 0 -'~ I 0 
0 0 0 _ i  0 0 I 
I ,o o o o  o o  o 0 I 0 0 0 0 f .vE~ o o o o 
r 1 • V , , l=  ~ .v~ 2",~" 0 0 "~ 
L J I J  
2 4 S 4 vT v~2 ~ ~rf./$ ~ _
0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
Uji ] = 
, -~ooooo-  
oq-  ,--~ o o o 
o3~o~-~oo o 
0 0 0 v'~ .-7z_2 0 0 
2-7"ff 
0 0 0 0 2~1"._ 0 0 
0 0 0 0 _I I 0 
2 
0 0 0 -~ 0 0 I 
| 0 = 1"3"-~- 
2048 ~OB7 
R = i'-'T6 ~ - 
Coxeter's forms are normalized to a sphere radius of one-half unit. To 
obtain the sampling lattice for a wave-number cutoff of 2vB radians per 
unit distance, the {u,,} vectors hown must be multiplied by 4~B, while 
the {v~} vectors are to be divided by 2B. 
Table C.I also lists, for reference, the quantity Q~ [the determinant 
of the [vj~-] matrix divided by (2B) N] as well as R (the volume of a hyper- 
sphere of radius 27rB). These are later used in calculating the efficiencies 
of various sampling plans. 
In Table C.II we list the maximum achievable sampling efficiency for 
isotropic functions in the space of given dimensionality. For reference, 
the eitSciency of the largest simple cubic lattice yielding exact reproduc- 
tion is also listed. 
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Vi i  = 
J -½ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.~ , -~  o o o o o 
o -~ , - "  o o o o 
o o -~ , -~-  o o o 
o o o-~- , - -~ o% 
o o o o -~ , - -~ o 
0 0 0 0 0 -2  A I 0 
0 0 0 0 --~ 0 0 I 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
I I ~4F~ o o o o o 
, ~ 32_~ 0 ~oo~o. ,m o o o 
2 4 e e 2-¢'~ 0 0 
• 8 J2 ,e 20 2./~-',.@" ,o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
U]i = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
':~- , - -~  o o o o o~o~ooo 
0 ~ "4'/ 0 o o o 
0 0 2~ ~/~ 0 0 i 
0 0 0 0 02~.  ~ 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -~ I 
0 0 0 0 -½ 0 0 
I 
q= 
16 8 e 
TABLE C.I I  
ISOTROPIC SAMPLING EFFICIENCY 
Dimensionality Maximum sampling efficiency Efficiency of cubic lattice 
(%) (%) 
l 100. 100. 
2 90.8 78.5 
3 74.2 52.3 
4 61.7 30.8 
5 46.6 16.45 
6 37.3 8.08 
7 29.5 3.69 
8 8.08 0.504 
In addition to the two- and three-dimensional l ttices appearing in 
Tables C.I and C.I I ,  Miyakawa (1959) also calculated the cfficiencies of 
a face-centered cubic lattice (67.8 %) and of a regular hexagonal lattice 
(60.3 %) for sampling a three-dimensional isotropic function. These, as 
expected, are intermediate in efficiency between the simple cubic lattice 
and the opt imum body-centered cubic lattice. 
APPENDIX D. PROOF OF THE ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY 
FOR CANONICAL SAMPLING FUNCTIONS 
Consider a spectral function Gc(~) which is a constant Q over a re- 
peatable cell in wave-number space (as illustrated in Fig. 4), and which 
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vanishes elsewhere. Then its inverse Fourier transform go(x) has the 
property 
g~(llVl + 12v2 -t- . . .  ~ /NVN) 
= 11, 12, , lN 0, ±1,  ±2,  . . .  , 
(except ll = ~2 . . . .  lN = 0) 
where the vectors {v¢} are related to the spectrum repetition vectors 
{u~} through the conditions 
v~.u~ = 2~:k . (D.2) 
The constant Q is the hypervolume of the parallelepiped whose edges 
are the vectors {vj}, and ~'k is Kronecker's delta. 
To demonstrate he above assertion, it is first necessary to define the 
term "repeatable cell": a repeatable cell on the vector basis {u~} is a 
measurable region which contains one and only one image of every 
point in the space, an image being defined as the position of the point 
when translated by a vector 
U[m] = mil l1 ~- m2u2 -~- . ' '  ~- 7rtNUN ; 
(D.3) 
ml ,m2,  . . ' ,m~ = 0 ,±1,  ±2,  - . . .  
The inverse transform of G~(~) is thus 
- Q fr e "~~ g¢o, (D .4)  g~(x) (2~)~ ~ooo~b~o°o~ 
and, at the sampling points 
g~(vt~) = g~(llvl +/2v2 + . . .  + /Nv~) 
(D.5) 
- Q f~ exp [i(~. (/~vl q- 12v2 -~ - . .  ~-/~v~)] d~). 
(2r) N ~op~t~b1~ o~ul 
We now note that 
exp [i(o) zr m~ul + . . .  + mNUN)" (llVl ~- "'" -~ INV~)] 
(D.6) 
= exp [i~). (/~v~ - . . .  -~ /NVN)] 
for all integral values of mk and 13 • Thus, for these values of x, the inte- 
grals over all repeatable cells with the same vector basis {uk} are equal, 
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and we may replace the original region of integration with a parallele- 
piped whose edges are the vectors {u~}. This, however, makes (D.5) 
equivalent, except for a constant factor and the dummy variable, to 
(A.6) which is shown in Appendix A to vanish for all integral values 
of the coefficients lj except when all are zero. When all coefficients l~- van- 
ish, Appendix B shows that the integral in (D.5) equals (2~)", so that 
in this case go(0) = 1, as was to be proved. 
The usual definition of orthogonMity, viz., 
lfx ~'~ f 1, [/] = [m]} (D.7) g~(x - vt~)0c(x  - vEzl) dx = ot~ = 10, It] ~ [m] ' 
where ^  denotes the complex conjugate, follows immediately from the 
above upon application of the ParsevM relation: 
0 gc(x - v~j)0~(x - vE~j) dx 
1 
f~ G~(~o)O~(o) exp lifo. (viii - vE~l )] do 
(2~)~q (D.8)  
- Q ~ exp [io.(v~zl - vN)] do 
= ~[/l 
[m] • 
APPENDIX  E. S IMULTANEOUS SOLUTION OF EQS. (46) AND (52) 
A necessary condition for a minimum average mean-square error of a 
homogeneous process using both pre- and post-sampling filters is the 
simultaneous satisfaction of the following equations in the wave-number 
domain: 
¢(~)r ( -~)  -a (o )~r (o  - uc<)r (u~ - ~)¢(u~.~ - o) ;  (E . ] )  
Q [rnl 
1 
G(~)  = 0 ~ ~(o  + u~)~( -o  - uE~)r ( - ,o ) .  (E.2) 
We assume that ~(o) is arbitrary and that it is everywhere nonvanish- 
lag. We will tentatively suppose G(o) and ]7(o) also to be nonvanish- 
ing and show that this leads to a contradiction. Solving (E.2) for 
P ( -  o) and substituting in (E.1) yields 
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* (o )  QG(o) 
a(~ + u~)G( -~ - u~)  
[k] 
G(o) x-" QG(u[~l - ~) 
(n.3) 
[11 
QG(o - u~l)~(uc~3 - (o) 
X 
G(~ - uL~ + u~, l )G(u~l  - ut~j - ~)" [z3 
Now changing variables in the summations of the right hand denom- 
inator by 
U[~] -[- U[ll = U[r] , 
(E.4) 
U[I] - -  U[m I ~ U[k]~ 
and noting the infinite limits of all summations, we obtain 
~(~) = t~l (E.5) 
6(o  - ut~)G(ur~j - ,o) 
it] 
But examination of (E.5) reveals that (I,(~o), which was assumed arbi- 
trary and nonvanishing, is periodic on the lattice {u~}. Since this is a 
contradiction, G((o), which was divided out of Eq. (E.3), cannot be 
everywhere nonvanishing. 
We now prove tile following statements: 
1. G( ~) and F( - -o)  take on zero or nonzero values simultaneously. 
PnooF: From (E.1), G(o) ~ 0 if F( -0))  # 0, and F ( -o )  = 0 if 
G((~) = 0. From (E.2), F ( -o )  ~ 0 i f  G(o) # 0, andG(o)  = 0 if 
r ( -~)  = 0. 
2. I f  G( ~) # O, then G( (~ + utah) = O for all u[~l # O. 
PROOF: From (E.2), 
G(o  + utzl) 
_ 1 ~ 6(~ + ut~ + u~)6( -~ - ut,~ - u~)r ( -~  - u~,~) 
Q [k] 
_ 1 ~ G(~ + Utm])G( - -~  -- U im] ) r ( - -o  - -  U[,]) 
Q [m] 
_ 6 (o )  r ( -o  - Utl]) , 
r ( -~)  
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and from (E.1), 
¢(~ + u . l ) r ( -~  - uEzl) 
_ ~(~ + u~,l) ~ r (¢ .  + u~,~ - u~l )  
Q [~n] 
• r (uN - ~ - ut~l)¢(u~ml - ~ - u~,~) 
_ a (o  + uE~l) ~ r (~ - u~j ) r (u r~ - ~) . (u~ - ~)  
Q [~1 
~(~)r ( -~)  _ ~(~)r ( -~  - u.~). 
Therefore, if r ( -~  - utl]) ¢ 0, and consequently from 1 above 
G( o ~- u[~] ) ¢ 0, then ~( ~ + utll ) = q~(~). But since q>(~) is arbitrary, 
this results in contradiction and therefore G(~ + utah) = 0. 
3. I f  G(~) ¢ O, then G(-~o) ¢ O, and conseq~wntly r (o)  ¢ O. 
PROOF: From 2 above, (E.2) becomes 
1 G( , , , )G( -~) r ( -~) ,  
from which it is obvious that G( -~)  ¢ 0. The second part follows by 
change of variable, using 1. 
~. I f  G( ~) = O, then G( -~)  = O and P(~) -= 0. 
PnooF: Change variables in 3 above. 
5. Where G(oJ) ~ O, d(~)r (o )  = O. 
PROOF: Changing variable in (E.2) and dividing by G(-o~) ~ 0, we 
obtain 
1 a(o)r(~). 
Statements 1 to 8 above demonstrate hat the functions G(¢~) and 
r(~) which simultaneously satisfy the necessary conditions (46) and 
(52) are nonvanishing and have a product Q over a region of wave- 
number space which is symmetrical with respect o the origin and lies 
wholly within a repeatable wave-number cell as defined in Appendix D. 
Both G(~) and r (o )  vanish outside this region. 
R~C~IVED: June 29, 1962 
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